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about animal work. The surveillance by Her Majesty's
inspectors and, just as important, the personal qualities of
research workers and animal house technicians ensure that no
unnecessary suffering is inflicted on animals and that they are
handled with care and kindness.
Many antivivisectionists seem sadly ignorant of the suffering

and misery caused by disease to their fellow citizens and of the
benefits which have been derived and will continue to be
derived from animal work. Some of their claims are part of
the current vogue ofantiestablishment campaigning supported,
too often sensationally, by journalists: conventional medicine
is castigated as inferior to acupuncture, nature cures, homoeo-
pathy, and anthroposophic medicine which have the added
advantage that they do not require support from animal
experiments. Claims that cancer research is unnecessary and
that scientists want the public to contribute to cancer research
funds merely so that they can go on enjoying the pleasures of
vivisection would be ludicrous except that they are taken
seriously.
The threat of the antivivisectionists to medical research is

not insubstantial: many wish to modify the 1876 Act so that
animal work is abolished, and some of the more extreme are
prepared to break into buildings, release animals, smash
equipment, and send letter bombs to research workers or
prominent medical men.

Experience in Birmingham in the past few weeks has shown,
however, that the public welcomes authoritative statements that
answer the allegations made by the antivivisectionists, does
appreciate the benefits derived from animal work, and
discounts the hysterical claims that such work is senseless,
unnecessary, barbaric, inhuman, and immoral. The profession
must argue against the exaggerated claims of the antivivi-
sectionists: an important freedom to pursue justifiable ends to
advance scientific knowledge is otherwise threatened.
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Psychosocial factors in the
cause and prevention of
relapse in schizophrenia
Schizophrenia is a recurring or chronic condition, and its
course is no longer thought to be one of progressive deteriora-
tion.1 Most patients either have frequent episodes of florid
psychosis with hallucinations and delusions or have these
symptoms as a permanent feature, but those more severely
affected are also vulnerable to the social poverty and under-
stimulation that may occur in large institutions such as
mental hospitals or living alone in the community. A consistent

line of research by social psychiatrists and sociologists over
25 years has improved our understanding of the role of
psychosocial factors in determining the course of schizophrenia
and its treatment.
That schizophrenics may be particularly susceptible to

"total institutions"2 was shown by Wing and Brown in a
controlled study.3 They found that chronic symptoms, such
as social withdrawal and poverty of speech, varied from one
hospital to another according to the severity of ward restric-
tiveness, absence of personal belongings, and the length of
time that patients were left to do nothing. Acute symptoms of
hallucinations and delusions were provoked when patients
with chronic schizophrenia were stressed by attempts at too
rapid rehabilitation.4 These early findings suggested that
schizophrenics had heightened sensitivity to social deprivation,
leading to withdrawal and regression, and to social stress,
which provokes an acute exacerbation of symptoms.3
The main thrust of this research came from the MRC

Psychiatry Unit in London, though it has since been extended
and confirmed elsewhere. In subsequent studies Brown and
colleagues noticed that relapse was more common among
schizophrenics who were discharged to live with a spouse or
parent than among those living alone or in a hostel,5 and they
therefore devised a systematic means of rating blindly, from
recorded interviews, the relatives' expressed emotion.6 Two
prospective studies showed that a high rating for hostility,
critical comments, or overinvolvement in the relative most in
contact with the patient strongly predicted relapse during the
nine months after discharge from hospital.7 8
Of 128 acute schizophrenics, 57 had relatives with high

ratings for expressed emotion (high EE). Twenty nine of the
57 (51%h) relapsed in the nine months after discharge com-
pared with 13% of patients returning to low EE environments.
Nearly identical results have been reported in California.9
Moreover, in the British studies those patients in contact
with high EE relatives for more than 35 hours a week had
twice the relapse rate of those with little contact. Maintenance
treatment with neuroleptics had as strong an effect in reducing
the relapse rate as had the amount of contact between the
patient and his high EE relative, and the two effects were
independent. Almost all patients in high contact with high EE
relatives and off medication relapsed, but only 15% relapsed
among patients in low contact and on medication. In the
group which had one protective factor but not the other-low
contact or maintenance medication-about half relapsed. None
of the 14%/" of patients living with low EE relatives who
relapsed were taking neuroleptics, and in Leff and Vaughan's
cohort there were no relapses among patients taking medication
and living with relatives rated low for expressed emotion.10
Thus living with unprovocative relatives or living with
provocative relatives but having a low level of contact with
them while taking neuroleptics are good prognostic factors
with about a 15°% chance of relapse in the nine months after
discharge.
The occurrence of arousing life events is another

independent variable which may provoke relapse. If such life
events provoke an exacerbation of symptoms or a relapse in
schizophrenia they would be expected to be more common
in patients just before an acute episode than in a control
population. Brown and Birley found just this in a study of
50 consecutive admissions to the Maudsley Hospital.11 Life
events had, however, recently occurred more commonly
among patients on medication when they relapsed. A similar
observation emerged from two studies of chronic patients.
These found that almost all those who relapsed on medication
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had had a life event in the preceding five weeks, but life
events were not more common in patients who relapsed off
medication.12 Leff and colleagues found that patients who
relapse on medication are more likely both to have life events
and high EE relatives,'3 but most patients (81%) who relapsed
off medication had just one or the other of these factors.'4
These results indicate that schizophrenics are sensitive to

environmental conditions which are emotionally arousing,
such as contact with high EE relatives, but that the influence
of these may be moderated both by avoiding such contact and
by taking neuroleptics. Life events can act as additional risk
factors and may also provoke relapse in patients protected by
medication. Taken with exposure to high EE relatives they
explain most relapses which occur during maintenance
treatment with neuroleptics.

Until recently the direction of causality in this model
has been in question because patients with a more severe
illness who are more likely to relapse are just the patients
whom one would expect to be at home, unable to go out, and
in greater contact with their relatives, from whom they might
elicit hostility and overinvolvement. They are also the group
least likely to take their medication.

Leff and colleagues13 hypothesised that if a high level of
contact with high EE families is the cause of relapse, then
the 50°, relapse rate over nine months observed in patients
discharged taking medication who live with high EE relatives
should fall below 15",Iif either patients reduced their contact
with the relatives or the relatives reduced their expressed
emotion. In a randomised trial 24 patients from high EE
homes were given maintenance phenothiazines, mostly the
long acting depot injection fluphenazine decanoate, and either
followed up as controls in normal outpatient attendances or
put into an experimental intensive family treatment
programme. This included two lectures about schizophrenia, a
relatives' group to help those with high expressed emotion
cope better with everyday problems posed by the patient and
reduce their own isolation, and sessions with the patient and
parent to reduce expressed emotion and encourage the
relatives to have less contact with the patient.
The results showed a significant fall in critical comments or

contact between patient and relative in eight of the 11 experi-
mental families but no fall in the control families. The relapse
rate was as predicted: over nine months half of the control
group and 90' of the experimental group relapsed (p=0.04).
This result not only substantiates the causal effects of relatives'
expressed emotion on the relapse of schizophrenia but also
shows the effectiveness of a form of social management. Two
previous studies provide reasonably controlled data which
are consistent with these findings but less impressive, partly
because of the structure of the study and partly because of the
relatively weak nature of the intervention.'3--7 Falloon and
colleagues,18 using a different therapeutic model, also compared
family therapy at home with clinic based individual supportive
care in 36 patients taking neuroleptic medication who were
considered to be at high risk of relapse because of strong
expressed emotion among relatives or for other reasons. At the
end of nine months only one family treated patient (60%) had
relapsed compared with eight patients (44%h) in the individually

treated group, a result wholly consistent with the British
findings.
A consistent picture emerges from these controlled studies.

Schizophrenics respond to social understimulation by
regressing and withdrawing. When stressed by environmental
events, rapid social changes, or pressure from overcritical or
overprotective relatives they become acutely disturbed.
Modulation of both aspects of their environment improves
their level of function and greatly reduces their risk of relapse,
especially when combined with maintenance neuroleptics,
which have an independent and equally potent effect in
reducing the risk of relapse. The newest finding is that a
programme of family treatment can even further reduce the
relapse rate for certain patients previously at risk despite their
taking maintenance medication.
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